
Mixer Metos Gigamix TB002
460-500 V.V variable speed

Metos Gigamix TB002 460-500 V.V is designed to mix, purée
and whisk large quantities of ingredients. It is easy to use,
ergonomic and convenient to transfer to where it is needed. 

Thanks to its powerful 2.2 kW motor and the variety of mixing
tools, the mixer is able to purée, emulsify, crush, mash and mix
different cooked and uncooked ingredients to make root
vegetable purées, soups, tomato sauces, pancake batter and
other foods. Stepless speed control 2500...4000 rpm as a
standard. The capacity is 100-400 litres depending on the
ingredient and the mixing tool. The package includes a 570 mm
shaft with Ø280 mm head. 

Metos Gigamix TB002 460-500 V.V is fitted with a foot actuated
height adjustment mechanism. The frame can be adjusted
between 1170... 1460 mm allowing the mixing tool to operate at
500...790 mm from the floor. The frame and the shaft are 680
mm apart, which makes the mixer extremely efficient and easy
to use. The bar and the shaft turn 45° upwards making the
shaft easy to place even in tall bowls. When not in use, the bar
can be turned 90° downwards for space-efficient storage
(600x950x1700/1990). 

The mixer is fitted with castors and thus easy to manoeuvre.
Two of the castors are lockable and keep the unit firmly in
place. The stainless-steel structure makes the mixer easy to
keep clean. 

Metos Gigamix TB002 460-500 V.V is designed for 150-400
litre Metos cooking kettles with a stirrer and 40-400 litre Metos
kettles without a stirrer. To select the correct mixer model,
check the height of the kettle bottom from floor before

 



placing your order. Compatibility with other brands should be verified from our sales department. 

- stepless speed control 2500...4000 rpm 
- capacity 100-400 l depending on ingredients and mixing tool 
- powerful 2.2 kW motor 
- shaft length 570 mm, head Ø280 mm 
- foot actuated height adjustment 
- adjustable frame height 1170...1460 mm 
- mixer tool 500...790 mm from floor 
- distance from frame to shaft 680 mm 
- bar and mixing shaft turn 45° upwards 
- storage with bar turned 90° downwards 
- Ø120 castors, two of which are lockable 
- stainless-steel 

DELIVERY INCLUDES: 
- mixer tool 

ACCESSORIES (subject to separate order): 
- blender tool 
- whisk 
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Mixer Metos Gigamix TB002 460-500 V.V variable speed

Product capacity 100-400 litres

Item width mm 600

Item depth mm 1600

Item height mm 1170-1460/1995

Package volume 1.443

Unit of volume m3

Package volume 1.443 m3

Package length 71

Package width 107

Package height 190

Package unit of dimension cm

Package dimensions (LxWxH) 71x107x190 cm

Net weight 82

Net weight 82 kg

Gross weight 120

Package weight 120 kg

Unit of weight kg

Connection power kW 2.2

Connection voltage V 400

Number of phases 3NPE

Frequency Hz 50


